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Information by Anéeka of Temmer:  
The Unicorns carry great symbolism and the cabal itself has used them in that sense,
and for not so logical things, such as their trans-gender or sacrificial agendas. 
But the best known and most logical symbolism is the search for perfection, for the
unreachable, but even being so, we seek and fight for that which is unreachable. 
For example, using what Swaruu said, that she has sought with all her strength to
know everything as her ultimate goal. But she also knows that it is impossible to know
everything. Even so, she fights with everything to achieve it. So, to know everything,
is Swaruu's unicorn. 
Information by Yázhí Swaruú Tasherit:  
It is rare to see in culture the symbolism of herds of unicorns, in general they are seen
alone or at most two of them together. I haven't seen them in herds, but there must
be. 
It is esoteric symbolism based on Earth, the hidden world. The unicorn symbolizes the
coming of a great change, as the materialization of a messiah, with that message. But
there is more, it expands to indicate the arrival of a time of change, in which people
will be deceived, they will be lied to. They will be tricked into obeying an agenda.  It is
taken as a symbol of the antichrist. 
This goes completely against the image of a good and perfect animal, an ideal
animal. It also symbolizes the third eye, which is also the eye of Horus.  That is also,
symbolizing Solar Worship. Atonism. Monotheism of Ahkenaten and Nefertiti. It
symbolizes who carries the light, but in the negative aspect representing the unicorn,
as Lucifer. 
The unicorn is also related to the pineal gland and therefore to transformation. That is
why the unicorn is also related to Shiva, in India, due to its connection with change.
This is a positive aspect, because it is associated with the planet Pluto. Shiva is
associated with Pluto and unicorn with Shiva. This is the positive side. 
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It also symbolizes that you can no longer be fooled. The fall of one system for
another, the removal of a veil over the eyes. The awakening. This is also related to
the fact that the science of the Cabal on Earth has removed Pluto from its status as a
planet, degrading it to a planetoid, in an attempt to diminish the importance of Shiva,
in order to maintain the control of the Matrix on Earth. A unicorn is also associated to
the arrival of a forthcoming conqueror. With its third eye (horn) it sees into the future.
The conqueror can also be a new paradigm. Removing the veil from the eyes of those
who have been oppressed and opens them, to their true nature. 
In Celtic Mythology it symbolizes a total control over genetics, because it is a spiral,
like two intertwined snakes, like its horn which is a spiral. But it is symbolism of
phallus or an erect penis, which gives or imposes its genetics.
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Positive and negative side, two sides of the same coin.  Same unicorn. 
Currently in Earth society, the unicorn is very trendy, we can see it in all kinds of
things, t-shirts, mugs, decorations, necklaces among many other things. Curiously
enough, it is usually accompanied by a rainbow. 
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That is because the unicorn is being used as a symbol to impose their agenda, it is
the change they are seeking to impose, the negative aspect of the unicorn, the
opposite of Shiva, which is the positive. In other words, the imposition of change.   
The unicorn has a strong masculine association, because of the erect phallus and the
genetics that it imposes with the strength of a stallion-horse. But they degrade it, they
turn it towards the negative, degrading masculinity. To twist the masculine in favor of
the transsexual agendas, which in turn are associated with the agendas 21 and 30 of
depopulation of the planet. 
Few people have realized that masculinity is under attack, presenting it into the
perception of the masses as something destructive, "Toxic Masculinity" the reason for
the problems of the world, the cause of all evil. The cause of the attack against
women, of the feminine. What subdues the feminine. It is being imposed everywhere,
with feminist movements and their variants or with things like campaigns against
gender violence and feminicide. 
This creates a greater separation between men and women. More conflict, less unity. 
More control for humans, depopulation, as there will be fewer children. It's all about
control of perception. Creating in the male’s psyche a feeling of guilt just for being
men. Shame for what they do, imposed on human minds through the media.
Criminalized for being a man. The unicorn represents the man, transformed into a
small, weak, funny animal, like a baby unicorn cuddly toy with baby eyes,
defenseless, with rainbows because masculinity has been bent in favor of the
transgender. 
The rainbow is used for its variety of colors, which symbolize each of the different
sexual tendencies in one single thing. It indicates that these various colors defeat
what is serious, what is defined. Blue, black (positive side) symbolizing the masculine,
and the joyful colors like pink, yellow or orange associated with the feminine. The
Unicorn here symbolizes the destruction of masculinity on Earth. 
And they do not want the male gender, because they are the ones who are able to do
something against the system imposed by the Cabal, because man is associated with
action, with doing something, with defending in general. Losing all sense of what it is
to be a man. As a defender and protector of the feminine, working together, not
separated, never separated.
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Souls have no gender; they are just souls. Gender is just a quality or experience of
the physical body. But since that physical body gives a series of defined
experiences... therefore those experiences lived in one or another gender, make the
souls have a clear preference for being of one or another gender. 
One has been in previous incarnations, both genres. If you wish to change gender,
you can do so in the next incarnation. But it does not make sense to do it in the
present incarnation because you are already one or the other. Unless that the very
experience of the confusing and chaotic 3D is precisely to be transgender… 
It seems that many people have been forced into a gender that is not of their
preference, which leads to internal conflict. But in the case of the Earth as it is today,
90% or 98% (to say a percentage), of the homosexuality comes from culturally
imposed ideas or media, using actors and actresses and fashion trends of “how to
be”. And youth follow them, just because it's cool, because it's "in" because it's trendy.
Not seeing future consequences. 
There have always been homosexuals, it's not against them. It is against those who



are using this as a weapon against people, to destroy youth and with it the future of
humanity. It is not a matter of homophobia. For me that is part of the agenda, so that
this agenda cannot be attacked, because the same homosexuals will come in to
defend their rights. That's why I emphasize that they use them, as a weapon. Each
one in particular deserves respect, it's not against anyone. It's against using that as a
weapon, as they do with countless other things. 
And on the other hand, there is the feminist agenda. While there are positive aspects
to feminism and there is no doubt of that, once again, the problem is when it is taken
further with other objectives in mind, masking and using women's genuine rights as a
shield against attacking such an agenda. It is the separation between the genders,
always separating, dividing to win. It creates conflict of all kinds, as well as that of
identity. We see, for example, the desire to take men and women as equals in
everything, when this cannot be the case.
They are not equal, but this does not mean that one is superior to the other, but that
they complement each other. 
So, if the rights and therefore the responsibilities of both genders become equal, the
perception of identity disintegrates and with it, an endless number of problems are
created. But not only that, it also creates a greater exploitation of society and humans,
because now in society, the man as an average, can no longer sustain a family by
himself, creating the need for both men and women to go out to work in order to pay
the minimum expenses. This creates the destruction of the family unit and with it, the
destruction of communities, because the family is the basis of society. Creating
through this a dystopian society. 
The issue of feminism is very complex. It's like the gay agenda. Using genuine rights
of a group to hide a different agenda and have the members of that group work for
them, believing that they are only defending their rights. You can't attack their
agendas that way, because minority groups will defend those agendas for
themselves. 
Of course, women are oppressed. But they forget that men are too. But blaming it all
on one group or another only intensifies the problem. Of course, many men abuse
women, but women also abuse men and in different complex ways, sometimes not
the same, but the problem is for everyone and they cannot solve the problems of one
gender, exploiting the other. The problem is that Feminism, as a worldwide trend,
does not seek this equality, but rather imposes a female superiority over men. With
that again collapsing the number of births... lowering the number of humans as an
agenda. 
Everything is planned down to the last detail. As I said before, you are being
dominated by a species who is intellectually superior.


